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Introduction

•Jet reconstruction is a crucial step in the data analysis and it has to be adapted to 
the conditions of the machine

•Future high-energy lepton colliders present an environment that differs in 
several important respects from that encountered at the Z-pole        

•Do we need to rethink jet reconstruction? which algorithms are most suitable?
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A brief history of sequential recombination algorithms

Moretti, Lonblad, Sjostrand, JHEP9808 (1998)
Catani, Dokshitzer,  Webber, Phys.Lett. B285 (1992)
Catani, Dokshitzer, Seymour, Webber,  Nucl.Phys. B406 (1994)
Ellis, Soper, Phys.Rev. D48 (1993)
All algorithms available in FastJet

Experience on e+e- 
data at Z-pole

Adapt to hadron 
colliders

Feed back into e+e- 
algorithms

Generalised e+e- kt algorithm 

Durham or e+e- kt algorithm 
(LEP and SLC)

JADE 1980s

n=0: Cambridge-Aachen
n=1: Longitudinally invariant kt

n=-1: Anti-kt (LHC default) 

Time to rethink e+e- algorithms!!

2. Overview of jet reconstruction algorithms
based on sequential recombination

The first modern clustering algorithm with a
simple sequential recombination scheme algo-
rithm is the JADE algorithm developed in the mid-
dle of the 1980s [8, 9]. The distance yi j assigned
to any pair of particles i and j is given by:

yi j =
E2

i , E
2
j

Q2 (1 � cos ✓i j) (1)

where Ei and E j denote the energy of the two par-
ticles, Q is the total energy of the event, and ✓i j is
the angle between the two particles. At each step
the algorithm merges the pair of particles with the
smallest distance yi j. This process continues until
the smallest distance exceeds a value ycut (inclu-
sive clustering) or a previously defined number of
jets is obtained (exclusive clustering).

In the Durham or e+e� kt algorithm [10] used
extensively at LEP and SLC the distance between
particles i and j is modified to depend on the min-
imum of the energies Ei and E j, rather than the
product EiE j:

di j = 2min(E2
i , E

2
j )(1 � cos ✓i j) (2)

For su�ciently small angles the numerator re-
duces to the transverse momentum squared of the
softer particle relative to the harder one. The dis-
tance measure is thus proportional to the squared
inverse of the splitting probability for one parton k
into partons i and j in the soft and collinear limit.

To adapt clustering algorithms to the environ-
ment at hadron colliders the distance measure
is modified. The longitudinally invariant kt al-
gorithm [11, 12] replaces the particle energy Ei

with its transverse momentum pTi and the an-
gular distance between the particles (1 � cos ✓i j)
with �Ri j =

p
(��)2 + (�⌘)2, where ⌘ denotes the

pseudo-rapidity. We can write the generic inter-
particle distance as follows:

di j = min(p2n
Ti , p

2n
T j)�R2n

i j /R
2n (3)

Setting n in the exponent to 1 yields the longitu-
dinally invariant kt algorithm. Alternative choices
of the exponent yield the Cambridge-Aachen algo-
rithm (n =0), or the anti-kt algorithm (n =-1), the
default jet reconstruction algorithm at the LHC.

A second important modification of the algo-
rithms is the presence of so-called beam jets, first
introduced in Reference [13]. Any particle with a
beam distance diB = p2n

Ti smaller than any di j is
not merged with any other particle, but is associ-
ated to the beam jet. These are not considered part
of the visible final state. Thus, the soft, collinear
radiation emitted by the incoming hadrons and the
hadron remnant travelling in the very forward and
backward direction is discarded.

We can now generalize the algorithm for e+e�

experiments, adding beam jets. In the generic kt

algorithm for e+e� experiments the distance be-
tween particles is normalized by a radius parame-
ter:

di j = min(E2
i , E

2
j )(1 � cos ✓i j)/(1 � cos R) (4)

and the beam distance is given by diB = E2
i .

3. The laboratory frame, composite projectiles
and Initial State Radiation

In collisions of composite hadrons the partons
that participate in the hard process generally carry
di↵erent fractions of the hadron energy and the ob-
servable final state acquires a substantial Lorentz
boost along the beam axis. For di-jet production
at the LHC �z = vz/c of the system is typically
close to 1. Even for a massive system such as
a top quark pair �z is typically around 0.5 at the
LHC. To cope with this boost, longitudinally in-
variant variants of the sequential algorithms were
introduced, as discussed in Section 2.

In the algorithm used extensively at lepton col-
liders the center-of-mass frame of the interaction
is implicitly identified with the laboratory frame.
In the main 2 ! 2 processes at lepton collid-
ers running at the Z-pole the two initial-state par-
ticles annihilate and this approximation is excel-
lent. At lepton colliders with a center-of-mass en-
ergy that significantly exceeds the Z-boson mass
the situation is less clear. Photons emitted by the
incoming beam particles prior to the collision -
Initial State Radiation or ISR - can carry away a
significant fraction of the nominal center-of-mass
energy. Should one therefore consider longitudi-
nally invariant algorithms also at high-energy lep-
ton colliders?
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Boost invariance at hadron colliders

• At hadron colliders the partons that participate in the hard process 
generally carry different fractions of the initial hadron energy. 

• The final state acquires a substantial Lorentz boost along the beam axis.  

• LHC di-jets: βz ~ 1

• LHC tt:   βz  ~0.5

• Replace the [energy, polar angle] basis by [transverse momentum, rapidity]
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Boost invariance at lepton colliders
• Photons emitted by the incoming beam particles (Initial State Radiation) can carry away a significant 

fractions of the nominal center-of-mass energy

• For process, with mf < MZ/2 à large fraction of events tends to return to the                                          
Z-pole

• However for most interesting processes at a future lepton collider ISR plays a much less important 
role

• At lepton colliders ISR leads to a minor boost

• The basis [E,θ] is the most natural choice Initial state radiation (ISR) 

Octavas Jornadas Red Española Futuros 
Aceleradores, Santander, 29 June 2012 
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!  Effect of ISR in analysis (NOT 
too serious) 

!                  implies a tail in 

reconstruction 

of neutrino variables and other 
distributions where it is assumed 
that Etop = 250 GeV (boosts to top 
rest frame, etc…) 

pf ≠ 0
f
∑

e+e− → tt     s = 500GeV

MZ

NO radiative return for top! 
 not allowed 

Radiative return occurs for  
for all q ≠ t  

Z→ tt

Radiative tail 
(not too large) 

s  (GeV )fdsfsdf 

The cross-section versus the fraction of the
beam energy carried by the ISR photon x = E�

Eb
can be written as follows:

d�
dx
=
↵

⇡
[log

s
m2

e
�1][

1 + (1 � x)2

x
]�0(s(1�x))(5)

where s is the center-of-mass energy squared, me

is the electron mass (similar expressions with the
Z-boson mass instead of the electron mass become
relevant for very large center-of-mass energy) and
�0 is the matrix element for the hard scattering
process evaluated at a reduced center-of-mass en-
ergy s0 = s(1 � x). For the 2 ! 2 process
e+e� ! Z/�⇤ ! f f̄ , with f any fermion with
mass smaller than half the Z-boson mass, �0 has a
peak at s0 = mZ . A large fraction of events tends
to return to the Z-pole, with the system formed
by the decay products of the Z-boson acquiring a
large boost. LEP2 analyses corrected their results
for this e↵ect []. We expect a large impact also for
an e+e� collider in the energy range up to several
TeV.

For most interesting processes at a future lep-
ton collider ISR plays a much less important role.
Generally, the cross-section �0(s0) is quite flat -
in contrast with the pronounced structure of the
Z-pole - and the 1/E� factor in Equation 5 is
the dominant factor in the ISR energy distribu-
tion. In the production of (several) heavy objects
their mass forms a cut-o↵ that limits the maxi-
mum energy of the ISR photon. In practice, the
boost is small (�z is less than 0.1) for over 95%
of e+e� ! ZH (Higgsstrahlung) events at

p
s =

250 GeV and for approximately 90% of e+e� ! tt̄
events at

p
s = 500 GeV.

We conclude that for the most relevant lep-
ton collider processes - with the exception of the
l+l� ! f f̄ process - ISR leads to minor e↵ects.
The basis formed by energy and polar angle - as
opposed to that formed by transverse momentum
pT and pseudo-rapidity used at hadron colliders -
remains the most natural choice at lepton collid-
ers.

4. Background levels at future lepton colliders

Background levels at hadron colliders form an
important consideration in the design of jet al-

gorithms. The pile-up of several tens of mini-
mum bias events on each bunch crossing at the
LHC is a serious challenge that has led to a
large body of work on mitigation and correction
methods. In comparison, previous lepton collid-
ers, such as LEP or SLD, presented an environ-
ment with essentially negligible background. Fu-
ture lepton colliders are in between these two ex-
tremes. While very far from the background levels
of the LHC, detailed studies of the environment
have shown that background at the ILC or CLIC
has a non-negligible impact on the jet reconstruc-
tion performance [5, 14].

In lepton colliders with nano-meter sized beam
photons radiated o↵ the incoming electron and
positron beams in the intense field of the opposing
beam (beamstrahlung) produce e+e� pairs. Sev-
eral processes, known as coherent and incoherent
pair production [15], contribute to a background
level of charged particles that is non-negligible in
some sectors of the detector. The particles thus
produced are very soft and mostly contained in the
beam pipe and the innermost and forward detec-
tors. These processes do not lead to a significant
number of reconstructed particles and can there-
fore safely be ignored in this discussion.

Multi-peripheral �� !hadrons production, on
the other hand, yields a small number of additional
particles in each bunch crossing that can a↵ect
the overall detector performance. The exact num-
ber of particles produced in each bunch crossing
depends on the instantaneous luminosity and the
center-of-mass energy. In the CLIC environment
this background forces a high read-out speed and
even a small number of superposed �� !hadrons
events can severely a↵ect jet reconstruction [5].
We evaluate the performance of several jet algo-
rithms in the presence of the �� ! hadrons back-
ground expected at the ILC and CLIC.

5. The Valencia jet algorithm

We propose a new clustering jet reconstruction
algorithm for future e+e� colliders that combines
the features of the Durham distance criterion with
the robustness against background of the longitu-
dinally invariant kt algorithm. The algorithm has

3
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Background levels at future LC

• The pile-up at the LHC is a serious challenge that has led to a large body of 
work on mitigation and correction methods

• LEP or SLC presented effectively negligible background

• The γγ—> hadrons background at CLIC has strong impact on jet 
reconstruction performance [CLIC CDR, Marshall & Thomson, arXiv:
1308.4537]

• Less pronounced, but non-negligible impact on ILC physics [many studies, 
arXiv:1307.8102]

• Using hadron collider algorithms can reduce these problems [CLIC CDR]
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A new clustering jet reconstruction algorithm that combines  the good 
features of lepton collider algorithms, in particular the Durham-like 
distance criterion;

with the robustness against background of the longitudinally        
invariant kt algorithm

The exponent β allows to tune the background rejection level

The algorithm has been implemented as a plugin for the FastJet             
package and is available in fjcontrib

 https://fastjet.hepforge.org/trac/browser/contrib/contribs/ValenciaJetAlgorithm

The Valencia jet algorithm

the following inter-particle distance:

di j = min(E2�
i , E

2�
j )(1 � cos ✓i j)/R2 (6)

For � =1 the distance is given by the transverse
momentum squared of the softer of the two parti-
cles relative to the harder one, as in Durham.

The beam distance is:

diB = p2�
T (7)

The algorithm has been implemented as a plug-
in for the FastJet [16, 17] package.

6. Comparison of the distance criteria of se-
quential recombination algorithms

The choice of distance criterion defines the
essence of the jet algorithm and has profound im-
plications on its performance in a given environ-
ment. The distance criteria are most easily visual-
ized using the plots in Figure 1, where the distance
of two particles with an energy of 1 GeV and a po-
lar angle separation of 100 mrad is plotted versus
polar angle. The usual cylindrical coordinates are
used, where the z-axis is aligned with the beam
axis. Particles emmited at a polar angle of 0 de-
grees travel along the beam line, while ✓ = ⇡ cor-
respond to the central part of the detector.

The distance di j of e+e� algorithms is indepen-
dent of polar angle, as shown in Figure 1(a). This
also applies to the algorithm proposed here, that
is labeled “Valencia” in the Figure. This is gen-
erally not the case, however, for algorithms used
at hadron colliders. Two e↵ects come into play.
For two particles separated by a given polar angle,
the pseudo-rapidity di↵erence �⌘ grows larger in
the forward region. At the same time the distance
between two particles with energy E decreases as
pT is reduced. The net e↵ect for the kt algorithm
is a sharp decrease of the distance in the forward
region.

The relation between the inter-particle distance
di j and the beam distance diB governs the relative
attraction of beam jets and final-state jets. The be-
haviour of the ratio di j

diB
is therefore a crucial prop-

erty for the background rejection performance of
the algorithm. The ratio is shown as a function of
polar angle in Figure 1(b). As might be expected

from the functional form in Equation 4, the ratio is
flat for e+e� algorithms (Durham). For the longi-
tudinally invariant kt algorithm, on the other hand,
the ratio rises steeply in the forward region. For
the Valencia algorithm with � = 1 we obtain very
similar behaviour to longitudinally invariant kt.

The steep rise in di j
diB

at cos ✓ ⇠ 1 penalizes rel-
atively isolated particles in the forward and back-
ward directions, that are likely due to background
processes. The exponent � introduced in the Va-
lencia algorithm gives a handle to enhance or di-
minish the increase of the di j

diB
ratio in the forward

region, as shown in Figure 1(c). Thus, we have a
handle to tune the background rejection that is in-
dependent of the parameter R that governs the jet
radius.

The several possibilities discussed in Sections 2
and 5 di↵er in the way neighbouring jets share
energy, with especially profound implications in
the forward and backward regions of the experi-
ment. To illustrates this point, we run a toy exper-
iment. Two toy ’partons’ are emitted, with their
axes at � = 0 and separated by a polar angle of
400 mrad. The energy of each of the ’partons’ is
equal to 50 GeV, irrespective of the angle under
which they are emitted. The energy flow inside
each of the ’jets’ is modeled by a parameterized
distribution, based on the jet shape measurements
by ATLAS [18].

The particles are clustered into exactly two jets
(exclusive clustering) using several jet algorithms
implemented in the FastJet package [16, 17],
among which the Durham algorithm, longitudi-
nally invariant kt, and the algorithm proposed in
this paper. The energy of the two reconstructed
jets is compared and a possible bias in the energy
sharing quantified as the energy asymmetry:

A =
Ec � E f

Ec + E f
(8)

where Ec is the energy of the most forward recon-
structed jet and E f that of the more central recon-
structed jet.

The results are shown as a function of the polar
angle ✓ in Figure 2. The e+e� algorithms, such as
Durham, yield no bias. The introduction of beam
jets leads to a slight asymmetry for very forward
jets in the Valencia algorithm. On average, more
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ward directions, that are likely due to background
processes. The exponent � introduced in the Va-
lencia algorithm gives a handle to enhance or di-
minish the increase of the di j
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ratio in the forward

region, as shown in Figure 1(c). Thus, we have a
handle to tune the background rejection that is in-
dependent of the parameter R that governs the jet
radius.

The several possibilities discussed in Sections 2
and 5 di↵er in the way neighbouring jets share
energy, with especially profound implications in
the forward and backward regions of the experi-
ment. To illustrates this point, we run a toy exper-
iment. Two toy ’partons’ are emitted, with their
axes at � = 0 and separated by a polar angle of
400 mrad. The energy of each of the ’partons’ is
equal to 50 GeV, irrespective of the angle under
which they are emitted. The energy flow inside
each of the ’jets’ is modeled by a parameterized
distribution, based on the jet shape measurements
by ATLAS [18].

The particles are clustered into exactly two jets
(exclusive clustering) using several jet algorithms
implemented in the FastJet package [16, 17],
among which the Durham algorithm, longitudi-
nally invariant kt, and the algorithm proposed in
this paper. The energy of the two reconstructed
jets is compared and a possible bias in the energy
sharing quantified as the energy asymmetry:

A =
Ec � E f

Ec + E f
(8)

where Ec is the energy of the most forward recon-
structed jet and E f that of the more central recon-
structed jet.

The results are shown as a function of the polar
angle ✓ in Figure 2. The e+e� algorithms, such as
Durham, yield no bias. The introduction of beam
jets leads to a slight asymmetry for very forward
jets in the Valencia algorithm. On average, more
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Comparison of the distance criteria 

Two test particles with
constant energy (E = 1 GeV) and 
fixed polar angle separation (100 mrad) 

Beam axis

8
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Comparison of the distance criteria 

Two test particles with
constant energy (E = 1 GeV) and 
fixed polar angle separation (100 mrad) 

Rotating from central to forward region

Beam axis
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Comparison of the distance criteria 

As the two-particle system rotates 
into the forward region, the 
distance dij of longitudinally 
invariant kt decreases 
(∆η increases, pT decreases faster)

Traditional e+e- algorithms and 
Valencia have constant dij

10
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Comparison of the distance criteria 

The ratio of the inter-particle 
distance and the beam distance: 
dij/diB 
drives the robustness to (forward) 
background: the decision to assign 
the particle to final-state or  beam 
jets depends on this ratio (and R)

Long. inv. kt's robustness is indeed 
due to its increasing dij/diB ratio

Valencia with β=1 is similar (by 
design) to long. inv. kt

11
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Comparison of the distance criteria 

The ratio of the inter-particle 
distance and the beam distance: 
dij/diB 
drives the robustness to (forward) 
background: the decision to assign 
the particle to final-state or  beam 
jets depends on this ratio (and R)

Long. inv. kt's robustness is indeed 
due to its increasing dij/diB ratio

Valencia with β=1 is similar (by 
design) to long. inv. kt
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Jet reconstruction performance

IFIC/LAL study of ILC lepton+jets tt 
@ 500 GeV, [arXiv:1307.8102]

Event Generation
Whizard 1.95

Reconstruct Particle Flow 
objects using PANDORA

Reconstruct jets 
(exclusive, n=4)

The signal is reconstructed by choosing the combination of b quark jet and W boson that 
minimises the following equation

DBD Samples

selected. As shown in Fig. 4 the higher b-tag value is typically 0.92 while the smaller286

one is still around 0.65. Both values are clearly distinct from those obtained for jets287

from light quarks. Their b-tag value is around 0.14.288
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Figure 4: The b-tag values as a function of the polar angle of the jets. The two highest
b-tag values (black and blue dots) are associated to b quark jets. The third set of values
(red dots) is obtained for jets from light quarks.

These values are nearly independent of the polar angle of the b quark jet but drop289

towards the acceptance limits of the detector. Finally, the two remaining jets are290

associated with the decay products of the W boson. The signal is reconstructed by291

choosing that combination of b quark jet and W boson that minimises the following292

equation:293
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In this equation m
cand.

and E
cand.

are invariant mass and energy of the t quark candi-294

date decaying hadronically, respectively, and m
t

and E
beam

are input t mass and the295

beam energy of 250GeV. Beyond that it introduces the momentum of the b quark jet296
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tt à(bjj)(blν)

We consider four jet reconstruction algorithms

• Durham algorithm
• Generic e+e− kt algorithm with beam jets with R = 1
• Longitudinally invariant kt algorithm with R = 1.5 
• Valencia algorithm with R =1.2 and β = 0.8. 

Durham is affected by γγ -> hadrons, longitudinally invariant kt and Valencia OK

14

The choice of parameters corresponds to the 
optimal setting determined in a scan over a 
broad range of parameters.
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Resolution on jets reconstruction

Degradation of all jet-related measurements due to γγ → hadrons background 

Durham and e+e- kt 
significantly degraded.

Long. inv. kt algorithm and 
Valencia offer better 
reconstruction for all 
hadronic observablesFour-jet system

Hadronic W candidate

Hadronic top candidate

15
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Jet reconstruction performance

CLIC di-boson (ZZ) 
production @ 500 GeV

Reconstruct Particle Flow 
objects using PANDORA

Reconstruct jets 
(exclusive, n=4)

Form Z boson candidates, 
selecting best jet pairs

Chosen to facilitate comparison 
with Marshall&Thomson, CLIC CDR

No background: it doesn't really matter which algorithm you pick
16
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Jet reconstruction performance

CLIC di-boson (ZZ) 
production @ 500 GeV
+ 300 BX of γγ → hadrons

Reconstruct Particle Flow 
objects using PANDORA
+ quality and timing cuts

Reconstruct jets 
(exclusive, n=4)

Form Z boson candidates, 
selecting best jet pairs

Nominal background: Durham is severely affected, 
longitudinally invariant kt and Valencia OK

17
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Jet reconstruction performance

e+e- style algorithm can compete with hadron collider algorithm

The previous results in numbers: central value, width of the Z-boson mass peak and RMS90

18
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CLIC 3 TeV (e+e- → tt) 

CLIC-ILD detector simulation
PANDORA PFA

Valencia e+e- jet algorithm (Nj =2, R=1, b=1)
Could have picked long. inv. kt with R=0.8-1.2 

Detector performance for boosted hadronic 
top jets (E~1200 GeV) 

- Energy resolution (RMS90) = 2.4%
- Jet mass resolution (RMS90) = 3.2%

Boosted top quarks

19

PRELIMINARY 
CLIC, √s = 3 TeV 

e+e- →tt→6 quarks

Note: resolution considers reconstructed energy versus stable 
particle  jets;  relative  to  the  actual  top  parton  the  energy 
resolution is 5% and the width of the mass peak ~7% 

Without γγ → hadrons background
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Boosted top quarks

20

PRELIMINARY 
CLIC, √s = 3 TeV 

e+e- →tt→6 quarks 

CLIC 3 TeV e+e- → tt
Adding γγ → hadrons background
CLIC-ILD detector simulation
PANDORA PFA + quality and timing cuts
Valencia e+e- jet algorithm (Nj =2, R=1, b=1.2)
Significantly better now than long. inv. kt with R=0.8-1.2

Background has impact on fat jets:
Energy resolution degraded 2.4% → 2.9%

  

γγ → hadronsNo background

Note: particle jets used to determine resolution 
do not contain particles from γγ → hadrons
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Boosted top quarks

21

Background has a profound impact on fat jet substructure:
Raw jet mass resolution badly degraded  (from dream 3.2% to nightmare 16%)
  
Preliminary: grooming jets restores jet mass resolution to ~4%
Results correspond to a primitive e+e- variant of trimming based on 3+3 Valencia R=0.2 jets 
→ optimisation needed

PRELIMINARY 
CLIC, √s = 3 TeV 

e+e- →tt→6 quarks 

PRELIMINARY 
CLIC, √s = 3 TeV 

e+e- →tt→6 quarks 

PRELIMINARY 
CLIC, √s = 3 TeV 

e+e- →tt→6 quarks 

Longitudinally	  invariant	  kt	  (R=1)

No bkg

Valencia	  (R=1,	  β=1)

No bkg

Valencia	  trimming

With γγ → hadrons background

γγ → hadrons γγ → hadrons
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Conclusions

• γγ → hadrons bkg. forces us to rethink e+e- algorithms because old e+e- 
algorithms are severally degraded

• The Valencia jet algorithm retains the natural inter-particle distance criterion 
for e+e- collisions and offers robust performance in the presence of the γγ → 
hadrons background levels expected at lepton colliders

• Shown to work on several benchmark analyses. Pre-print out on the arXiv 
since last week: Boronat, Garcia,Vos, A new jet reconstruction algorithm for 
lepton colliders, arXiv:1404.4294      

• Do try this at home! https://fastjet.hepforge.org/trac/browser/contrib/contribs/
ValenciaJetAlgorithm

• Contact me if help is needed: Ignacio.Garcia@ific.uv.es
22
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BACK-UP SLIDES

23
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Algorithm parameters optimisation: R scan
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The choice of parameters corresponds to the 
optimal setting determined in a scan over a 
broad range of parameters.
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Algorithm parameters optimisation: β scan
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IR-safety

A key requirement to jet algorithms

From Salam & Soyez, JHEP 0705 (2007)
An infinitely soft particle cannot lead to a new (hard) [jet] being found...
...it makes no sense for the structure of multi-hundred GeV jets to change 
radically just because hadronisation, the underlying event or pileup threw a 1 
GeV particle in between them.

The sequential recombination structure underlying the Valencia algorithm is 
generally thought to be intrinsically safe

A large number of standard IR-safety tests were performed on the FastJet 
plugin. All succeeded.
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